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Introduction:
Pressure gauges are devices used to measure pressures in hydraulic systems
and made in accordance with EN 837-1 European standards. It is applicable
for hydraulic oil and gaseous media. The reading measurements are shown
on the face of the gauge. Measuring pressure on equipment is essential for
monitoring and providing the smooth functioning and operating safety of the
system.
Material and size:
A pressure gauge has two parts, the casing and the connection point. Usually,
the material for the casing is stainless steel (1.4301) and the material for the
bottom or back connection is brass (Figure 1). The lenses are made of acrylic
sight glass. The size of the casing is usually available in 63mm (2 1/2 Inches)
and 100mm (4 Inches).
Connection:
There are two different connection directions, stem (bottom) mounting and panel (back) mounting. The
connection direction is dependent on the system design. Connection wise, 1/4"BSPP & 1/4"NPT are usually
used for gauges with size diameter 63mm, while 1/2"BSPP and 1/2"NPT are available for size 100mm.
Reading range:
Pressure gauges come with standard dual scales with pressure indication in
kilopascal (bar) and pounds per square inch (psi) (Figure 2). The gauges are
available in different measuring ranges to suit different installation needs.
Features:
There are two types of gauges available; dry dial gauge (Figure 3) and
glycerine filled gauge. Glycerine gauges reduce the effects of vibration and
oscillation for needle reading accuracy. It also lubricates the movement and
internal parts. In general, it improves reliability and extends the life of pressure
gauges.
Gauges are made to accurately read only the middle values. The accuracy range is ±1.6% of the full-scale
for dial size 63mm, and ±1.0% of the full-scale for dial size 100mm. In order to make sure the readings on
the gauge are accurate, a calibration test can be done by a laboratory. A certificate of calibration will be
issued by a laboratory to confirm the gauge accuracy.
There are also many panel mounting options available for installation of gauges. The options include u-bolt
assembly, front flange assembly, rear flange assembly and u-bolt with front flange assembly.
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Permissible Temperatures:
Pressure gauges work well within a temperature range of -20°C to +60°C / -4°F to +140°F. Out of this
temperature range, the gauge readings will be inaccurate.
Brands and Manufacturers:
A highly recommended manufacturer for gauges is Walter Stauffenberg GmbH & Co. KG. Walter
Stauffenberg GmbH & Co. KG is a German manufacturer that has more than 50 years of specialized
experience in manufacturing Stauff branded pressure gauge. Other reputable manufacturers include WIKA
GmbH from Germany and Parker Hannifin from the USA.
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